CONFERENCE RETROSPECTIVE
FEB. 22-24 2017

HELLO

from the 2017 Verge team!

This year’s event marked the third annual VergeNYC conference. We’re proud of
what we’ve accomplished, and of having the chance to bring together thoughtleaders and change-makers like you from across disciplines. Through our talks,
panels, afternoon conversations and evening events, we hope you had the chance
to spark new conversations, create meaningful connections, and leave with both
inspiration and new questions to explore around our theme of Invisibility.
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Global culture

For more information, visit www.newschool.edu/parsons/mfa-transdisciplinary-design/

design-led research

Parsons’ MFA Transdisciplinary Design program serves as an academic laboratory in New York
City for graduate students seeking to define the next phase of design practice. Part of the
School of Design Strategies (SDS), it was established for designers interested in developing
ideas, tools, and working methods to address pressing social issues and complex challenges.
Collaborative, cross-disciplinary, and openly experimental, MFA candidates consider issues
from multiple perspectives, engage with diverse stakeholders, and emerge with a portfolio
that showcases design as a process for transforming social relations and contemporary
life. As the program evolves, we hope that students, faculty, and people from all different
backgrounds will join us in the process.

Cross-disciplinary

What is Transdisciplinary Design?
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What is VergeNYC?
VergeNYC is a 2.5-day design event organized by students at Parsons School of
Design, along with design and community partners. We bring together leading
thinkers, field experts and change-makers to galvanize a movement towards
Transdisciplinary Design.
At VergeNYC, you’ll find us mixing and matching. We combine voices from the public
and private sector, including but definitely not limited to: design, urban planning,
sustainability, business and social innovation. Our goal is to create a space for
transdisciplinary collaboration. We believe that this leads us towards a collective
impact that’s much greater than the sum of its parts.
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Why
The evolution of the human condition can be defined as a slow revealing of the
invisible. From the makeup of our cells to the bias in our social systems, humanity
evolves step by step when we reveal what was once hidden. How might we continue
to reveal intangible aspects of society and human behaviors? How can we restore
visibility to the unseen, unheard communities disenfranchised/displaced by power
and politics? In the face of unprecedented social issues emerging from the ongoing
refugee crisis how do we highlight contradictions of different inclusion strategies?
What aspects are better left invisible?
At VergeNYC 2017, we highlighted Invisibility as an opportunity for new strategies to
impact our societies. We can use design and transdisciplinary collaboration as acts of
seeing, revealing, and creating new perceptions which investigate invisibility.
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Insights around Invisibility from speakers

“

How we see is more than just rendering images and seeing visuals and
representations. It’s a body of learning that asks how we move from our head to our
heart and soul, to the transcendent and even the unnamable. To embrace things that
we normally avoid. [...] But it’s important to remember when design serves to take
things away, things that might block or obfuscate or create barriers. Affecting positive
change, these activities could involve moving those barriers that block or warp the
agency to move closer to moments of knowing.
John Bruce, Assistant Professor of Parsons Strategic Design & Management

“

A designer must understand invisible and subliminal perceptions which shape
people’s perceptions of the world. [...] We are learning that we are where we live, not
just what we eat. Microscopic particles of our environment are now inside of us.[...]
There are major regulation issues. The chemicals must be reviewed and added
individually.[...] We want to reveal what’s inside(manufacturers self-declare what the
ingredients of their materials are). I think the analogy of transparency goes a long way.
We are all affected by these invisible pollutants and some have the ability to make
choices on that. We are the privileged ones but others don’t have that agency and
children are among those populations, like people in affordable or public housing,
those who don’t choose the materials around them. [...] Some people’s lives are more
invisible than others.
Jonsara Ruth, Design Director at Parsons Healthy Materials Lab, Assistant Professor of
Parsons Interior Design
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“

We (ADIFF) want to offer solutions and deliver aid. Clothing can deliver awareness
and solidarity. It’s an asset, not a hindrance. [...] Put people on the spot, cause them
to question why they ignore these things and if they can amend their previous ideas.
We’re designing for awareness and understanding, the greatest tools we have to
create change.[...] We also see clothing bringing people together across cultures,
making them feel connected.
Angela Luna, Founder of ADIFF

“

People will tell you exactly what they think you want to hear, because the power
dynamic is so unbalanced. So you have to ask open ended questions, and not let
people know what you’re after. [...] Another thing that is important is that, with such
extreme scarcity, people will go to extremes to obtain resources. [...] What do we do?
This can involve prototyping, and a scale of response you didn’t expect can occur.
[...] In these population, the experience gap is so vast, it’s hubris to think you know
what they are going through. So we hire locals to act as a lynchpin in this process. We
hire translators, and we hire staff that doesn’t usually have a voice. We ask for their
collaboration. [...] We want people who understand the challenges to be involved in
the research process. [...] People have been, in certain contexts – people struggle to
have voice. We have to be very careful to not put what we find to be meaningful onto
them. Instead we keep in mind the libertarian paternalism of behavior change. [...]
But we need to be in touch with what’s meaningful to them, so that aligns with what’s
also meaningful to us. [...] In this intimate partner violence project, instead of teaching
people how to be less violence in relationships, can we use premarital counseling
classes in Liberia that are already present, leveraging resources that are already in
place and that are already considered to be important.
Rachel Lehrer, Design Innovation Lead at International Rescue Committee

”

”
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“

Migrants are so visible now, creating a visible mess. [...] Maybe it (the issue) is about
overexposure. [...] it’s not so much to make visible the invisible, but maybe to change
the frame that we use to organize [...] the projection of a cosmopolitan new society.
[...] It is known in history that this usually becomes a very rich period, with a diversity
that spawns capability and dialogue. [...] Assuming a design point of view, I propose 3
steps. [...] First is we need to adopt a human-centered approach. That’s obvious for us
but it’s not obvious when you read the ways people talk about migrants. Second is to
move from a charity-approach toward a peer-to-peer approach [...] to be capable to
read what is there and to find a way to create conditions in which they are part of the
solution and not only the object of our design trying to find a solution. [...]Third is to
try to change the system and integrate a new asset into play.
Enzio Manzini, Leading Thinker in Design for Social Innovation, Founder of DESIS
Lab Network

“

(Transdisciplinary design is) trying to get to a middle point to redefine actions that
push while keeping an idea on the most ideal circumstances. [...] Now we were
realizing that we(designers) are part of a power structure. It’s an opportunity for new
questions and openings. What is our role in proposing possible worlds and making
them possible rather than pivoting? And should we own up to our progressive liberal
practice and define it as such? [...] There are points where we need to define what
is at least a vision that allows us to function in a world in a way that’s coherent with
our values. [...] I actually think that saying we’re going to India and thinking design
thinking and not admitting it comes from a point of view is dangerous, but I think
saying not saying outright why we’re bringing it so that the people receiving it can
decide if they like it or not is the most important thing. It’s not just bringing complex
design thinking. I’m bringing it and I acknowledge where it comes from.
Andrea Morales, Experience Designer at ThoughtWorks
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“

The commons is a shared resource. The idea that the city itself is a shared resource,
and many resources within the city are shared or should be. If the commons is a
resource, people can extract from it. [...]The commons is generative. It can generate
new resources, even new services: public goods and services. It’s important when we
think about human needs and the needs for human flourishing – using the commons
to generate shared goods .[...]Third, there is the idea of active urban citizenship:
collaboration, in other words.
The idea of pooling social entrepreneurs, the people in communities, various entry
points in the city agencies push on public policy, and financiers is to pool these
together to create infrastructure that can bring together public, private, entrepreneurs,
and universities.
Sheila Foster, Professor at Fordham University

“

The way I think design operates is within spaces, it’s in the nooks and crannies and
within the edges. It can be felt by the seen and unseen. [...] I think transdisciplinary
designers today must retain some faith, not out of blindness, but also far-sightedness.
[...] I see transdisciplinary design as a thesis on design. It is a multiplicity of
approaches. To design this way is to carve out a space for others to fill in the space
themselves. [...] Our human experience is not a single narrative. It has fragments,
layers, and moments sometimes in solitude, sometimes in groups. When addressing
these problems, we need to design systemic approaches across the layers.[...] There
is something about being inside the circles of trust. I think it’s actually a good way of
defending diversity as an actionable thing more than tokenism.
Aya Jaffar, Communication Designer at IDEO.org

“

”

”

I am interested in how to marry epidemiology and design. [...] I think we can design
better spaces and systems and networks and services and care, both in and out of the
hospital, to make sure we’re helping people without a voice and those stigmatized and
vulnerable and aging and those who need advocates.
Christina Mainero, Senior Design Strategist at CAMA Inc.

”
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“

The photograph reveals the subject but conceals what lies beyond the frame. [...]
How do these concerns affect our experience of time, our sensibility, the way we
relate to each other? Or our ability to imagine a future? [...] The design consultancies
I’m aware of never discuss non-action, preservation, substruction. It focuses on a
generative market. [...] It (transdisciplinary design) is not service design or interaction
or industrial design. We force the agency to adapt to its own practice and react to a
revolving set of conquests.
I’m interested in the difference between methods and sensibility and how we teach
sensibility. It’s something we cannot teach. But I think there are ways to nurture it. [...]
You have to have that internal voice first before you can go out. All you can do is create
a space in the classroom for that to be known.
Sam Haddix, Faculty of Parsons Strategic Design & Management

“

We looked at social movement and connections children were making, creating
connections with others living across the world. This exchange broadened
perspectives of the world, as well as individual agency children had to serve
their own communities as well as the world around them.
What I’m left with through all this is how is the magic unleashed when you believe
in the power of your own narrative? It can allow you to share with others and be a
means of momentum when the world gives you devastating things to overcome.
It’s contagious and in invisible ways. It seems like it’s almost a switch in all of us
triggered by the energy and passion of those around us.
Barrie Adleberg, Digital Play Designer
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The project asked a series of questions. How do non-human objects perceive? How
might we make these perceptions visible? How might we give form to newly emerging
technological species? In producing the effects of design, you must be contained with
the validity of other agents with materials and contingencies. These are pervasively
invisible. Effects and defects are subjective. [...] These(a new species of robots, mineral
based crystals, and a terrain that expands and contracts in response to external
stimuli) have their own parts and behavioral features. They interact in different
degrees. They have emergent effects indicating clear evidence across systems. [...]
There are a series of translation protocols that include human machines, machine
material, human material, and machine-machine. There’s continuous translation
between digital and material. The registration of the artifacts reflects broad
translations.
The idea of pooling social entrepreneurs, the people in communities, various entry
points in the city agencies push on public policy, and financiers is to pool these
together to create infrastructure that can bring together public, private, entrepreneurs,
and universities.
Nicole Koltick, Director of Design Futures Lab at Drexel University

“

It (interface) is a manifestation of the thickness. For the longest time, the ideal
interface was a face itself. They weave themselves into the fabric of life until it’s
indistinguishable. The perfect portal was invisible and transparent.[...] I encouraged
us to think about how interfaces help the user situate him or herself within the larger
landscape and how they partition their content. [...] So many aspects of the city are
invisible. It’s not because they’re undeserving of the recognition. They simply express
themselves in other multisensory ways.[...]These things are illustration, comics,
photography, film, etc. Taking tours of infrastructure and off-site locations, black box
spaces that make our cities function. [...]This process of gaining visibility requires
learning new visual and verbal languages. It almost forces the interpretations of
customary rights to resources territorially thereby changing the representation of it.
Shannon Mattern, Associate Professor of School of Media Studies at The New School

”

”
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What is the conference?
The evolution of the human condition can be defined as a slow revealing of the
invisible. From the makeup of our cells to the bias in our social systems, humanity
evolves step by step when we reveal what was once hidden. How might we continue
to reveal intangible aspects of society and human behaviors? How can we restore
visibility to the unseen, unheard communities disenfranchised/displaced by power
and politics? In the face of unprecedented social issues emerging from the ongoing
refugee crisis how do we highlight contradictions of different inclusion strategies?
What aspects are better left invisible?
At VergeNYC 2017, we highlight Invisibility as an opportunity for new strategies to
impact our societies. We can use design and transdisciplinary collaboration as acts of
seeing, revealing, and creating new perceptions which investigate invisibility.

In the mornings, we have talks and
workshops delivered by professionals,
experts and thought-leaders.
16

In the afternoons, the conversation
groups around INVISIBILITY are the
core of the conference – a small mix of
students, professionals and academics.

In the evenings, we provide the
opportunity to socialize and connect.
One of the best parts of any event is
meeting new people!

Schedule overview
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 22

THURSDAY, FEB. 23

FRIDAY, FEB. 24

6:00PM OPENING RECEPTION

8:30AM MORNING REGISTRATION

8:30AM MORNING REGISTRATION

Albert & Vera List Academic Center
6 E 16th Street, NY 10003
Transdiscplinary Design Studio
1203A
6:30PM WELCOME & OPENING REMARKS
VergeNYC 2017 Team
Lara Penin, Program Director of
Parsons Transdisciplinary Design
John Bruce, Assistant Professor of
Parsons Strategic Design & Management
7:00PM TALK : ABSORBING ENVIRONMENTS
Jonsara Ruth, Design Director at
Parsons Healthy Materials Lab, Assistant
Professor at Parsons Interior Design

The New School University Center
63 5th Ave, New York, 10003
Starr Foundation Hall, UL 102
9:30AM TALK : CLOTHING FOR CRISIS
Angela Luna, Founder of ADIFF
10:00AM PANEL : MIGRANTS & THE WAR OF VISIONS OVEREXPOSURE, BLURRING, INVISIBILITY
Ezio Manzini, Leading Thinker in Design for
Social Innovation, Founder of the DESIS Lab
Network
Rachel Lehrer, Design Innovation Lead at
International Rescue Committee
Moderated by Lara Penin, Program Director
of Parsons Transdisciplinary Design
Moderated by Ker Thao, Transdisciplinary
Student, ‘17
11:15AM TALK : DESIGNING STORYWORLDS WITH KIDS
Barrie Adleberg, Digital Play Designer
11:45AM TALK : PERSISTENCE OF VISION
Jane Nisselson, Associate Director of Multimedia
Communications at Columbia University
12:15PM PANEL : THE IN/VISIBILITY OF THE URBAN
COMMONS
Paola Canavò, Associate Professor of Urban
Design at University of Calabria
Francesco Rossi, Deputy Governor for Urban
Planning, Housing, & Transport, Calabria Region
Christian Iaione, Associate Professor of Public
Law, LUISS University, Director of LabGov
Moderated by Sheila Foster, University
Professor at Fordham University
2:00PM– CURATED CONVERSATIONS
5:30PM Various Locations
Full-Access Pass Holders Only
6:00PM- HALF-TIME PARTY
9:00PM The Farm Soho, 447 Broadway, NY, 2nd Floor
Ashley Graham, Designer at IBM, Opening Remarks
Zac & Antonio, Re-cap

The New School University Center
63 5th Ave, New York, 10003
Starr Foundation Hall, UL 102
9:30AM TALK : EMBODIED EXPERIENCES FOR MENTAL
WELL-BEING
Sophia Brueckner, Designer at University of
Michigan
10:00AM PANEL : WHERE HAS TRANSDISCIPLINARY DESIGN
FAILED THE INVISIBLE?
Andrea Morales, Experience Designer at ThoughtWorks
, Communication Designer at IDEO.org
Sam Haddix, Faculty of Parsons Strategic Design &
Management
Moderated by Clive Dilnot, Professor of Parsons
Design Studies
11:15AM TALK : STRANGE BEDFELLOWS –HOW THE
MARRIAGE OF DESIGN AND EPIDEMIOLOGY
CAN MAKE HEALTHCARE MORE INCLUSIVE
Christina Mainero, Senior Design Strategist at
CAMA Inc., MPH, MBA
11:45AM TALK : ARTIFACTS OF INVISIBILITY
Nicole Koltick, Director of Design Futures Lab at
Drexel University
12:15PM TALK : INVISIBILE INTERFACES
Shannon Mattern, Ph.D, Associate Professor at
The School of Media Studies at The New School
12:45PM TALK : EMBODIED DESIGN, IMPROVISATION
AND INTERVENTION
Max Freedman, Urbanist, MS Design and Urban
Ecologies
2:00PM– CURATED CONVERSATIONS
5:30PM Various Locations
Full-Access Pass Holders Only
6:00PM- CLOSING PARTY
9:00PM Thoughtworks, 99 Madison Ave., NY, 10016
Zac & Antonio, Re-cap
Evening event sponsored by

Evening event sponsored by
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INVISIBILITY IN MIND: THINKING
THROUGH THE CYBERNETIC TRIANGLE

1

CONVERSATION
Jack Wilkinson, Transdisciplinary Design | Lead

The design of new intelligences gives us an unprecedented
opportunity to redesign the human and perhaps edit the flaws
of human ontology. By exploring the relationships within
the cybernetic triangle (Human, Animal, Machine) we will
attempted to bring the nonhuman voice into the design of
intelligent machines in order to find increased empathy with
that which we know only as data.
Can a machine think like a forest about a river? How might a
person think about a city as a wave thinks about the ocean?
How might we incorporate nonhuman schema of sentience
and natural systems of interaction into the design of these new
cognitive interfaces. By striking a balance between the applied
and the theoretical, we will attempt to framed and visualized
these new minds, ultimately rapidly prototyping what it
might be like to view the world through the eyes of this new
intelligence.

20

What began as an ideation workshop, ultimately turned
into a transformative experience for the participants as they
challenged their personal mental models of how their own
minds worked and designed new architectures for how a
mind could work. As the practice of design evolves from
products to services to experiences and now transformations,
designers must become skilled at making the participants the
project. In this way, speculative design is service design for the
imagination and when the experience of it is carefully crafted to
deeply challenge its audience, it can be transformative.
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INVISIBILITY IN CONFLICT:
ASSUMPTIONS IN THE ANTHROPOCENE

2

CONVERSATION
Elena Habre & Melika Alipour Leili, Transdisciplinary Design | Leads
Molly Johnson, University Sustainability Associate at TEDC | Design Partner

Design has been centered in humans for the longest time. In the shadow of climate
change, we believe that now more than ever, design should be more inclusive in its
approach and diversify its viewpoints and stakeholders. This is the reason why we
decided to focus our thesis on Non-humans centered design and we chose Verge as a
platform to first experiment with our ideas outside our eco-chamber. We hosted our
conversation “Assumptions in the Anthropocence” with a wide array of participants,
whose backgrounds ranged from rapping, to speculation, and we discussed the
impacts of anthropocentric educational tools (e.g science models that depict the
water cycle without including animals in it) on our thinking and behaviour.
Testing our project in a transdisciplinary environment first, lubricated our thesis
transition outside academia, and prepped us for our next partner. The challenge in
this discussion , was to communicate the complex topic to our diverse audience and
facilitate a conversation between all the different perspectives around the table.
Experimental environments such as Verge create safe, yet not too safe spaces to
test controversial, and abstract approaches – because participants usually choose
the conversation they want to attend – while still making sure we are curating a
conversation that they are getting something out of, and most importantly leave
with new questions and ideas as opposed to solutions. Verge leverages the power of
design to open up possibilities, debates and question the future that we desire.
22
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INVISIBILITY IN DECISIONS:
PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS & EQUALITY

3

CONVERSATION
Winnie Chang & Corey Chao, Transdisciplinary Design | Leads
Deepthi Welaratna, Founder and CEO of Thicket Labs | Design Partner

In piloting our design methodology at VergeNYC, we learned how design fictions
provide a bridge between complicated technical specifics and an audience’s
available tools. By connecting the lived experiences of our collaborators to
research frameworks, we can better discuss the roles of government and assess
its effectiveness. Gestures of driverless governments are the “affordances” of our
narratives, whereby participants can access and debate complicated questions
of collective decision-making. In discussing the worldviews that emerged from
our sessions, we co-developed the beginnings of design principles for algorithmic
governance. Design for friction, for example, was one idea that suggested that the
many moments of data collection and machine decision-making happening all
around should be made less seamless. Does our passivity reflect our consent?
How might these frictions be integrated into our daily interfaces?
As a plan of action, we plan to take these insights/principles to practitioners in
government and activist spaces in order to confirm, challenge and validate them.
Part of a cyclical process, the outcomes will be used to define new actionable spaces
for inquiry, provocation and action.
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INVISIBILITY IN MIGRATION:
THE UNTOLD NARRATIVES

4

CONVERSATION
Ankita Roy, Transdisciplinary Design | Leads
Rachel Lehrer, Design Innovation Lead,
International Rescue Committee | Design Partner

Gathering stories of meaning by analyzing and understanding the emotional
value of objects, artefacts and places, we are able to glimpse inside people’s
hearts and minds. Being able to ground topics like migration in human stories
is key. We can often get lost in high-level statistics and feel powerless, but real
human stories reveal that all of us have to power to act, to invent, to design at
different scales within our own communities, here and now.
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INVISIBILITY IN KNOWLEDGE:
YOUTH EMPOWERMENT & CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

5

CONVERSATION
Kate Fisher & Valentina Branada, Transdisciplinary Design | Leads
Clare Watson, Strategy at Zago | Partner
Nicole Anand, Associate Director of Strategy at Reboot | Partner

An inclusive community depends on everybody’s engagement and voice. Today, there
is inequality and lack of diversity represented. Public education has once played a
role, but is not preparing youth to engage constructively with society nor to engage
in the processes that improve it. We believe that empowering youth towards civic
participation is central for building a more inclusive society.
In this conversation we explored the youth civic engagement landscape today. With
participants from diverse disciplines and youth representatives, we identified the
forces that drive civic participation, and the barriers, institutions and mindsets that
influence it. We discovered how the concept of citizenship and civic participation
has evolve today and identified challenges in how the education system is preparing
students for this context. From these insights we imagined and crafted education
initiatives that promote self-directed learning, engage student’s passions and
motivations, opens up to different perspectives, and connects learning at school to
their communities and daily lives.
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INVISIBILITY IN URBAN COMMONS:
ENVISIONING AND RECLAIMING SPACES

6

CONVERSATION
Cynthia Warner & Lissa Fedrizzi, University Transdisciplinary Lab | Leads
Eduardo Staszowski, Director at Parsons DESIS Lab | Design Partner
Christian Iaione, Director of LabGov & Associate Prof. of Public Law
at LUISS University | Community Partner
Sheila Foster, University Professor at Fordham University | Community Partner

Many of us saw “with new eyes” in our field observations, exploring with curiosity
our urban physical and social surroundings. We moved from taking the city-asarranged as a given, to imagining new uses and arrangements. Now we are asking,
how can we activate parts of 14th Street to amplify or manifest acts of commoning?
We surfaced unknown and unanticipated hopes for the future of the 14th Street
urban landscape, with various ideas concerning nature and rest, community, and
mobility. Some of the new arrangements and uses we imagined were:
• 14th street currency*
• Hubs of interaction and respite among the rushed flow of pedestrians
• The first commons-based transportation network / infrastructure through a
complementary circuit
• Pop up maker spaces in abandoned or underused buildings, to collaborate on
joint projects that create new ideas for the use of public space in a particular
neighborhood
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INVISIBILITY IN COMMUNITY:
DESIGNING FOR INCLUSION

7

CONVERSATION
Francisco Miranda & Ruchika Lodha, Theories of Urban Practice | Leads
Sean Baker & Enrique Martinez, The Lab at OPM | Design Partners

As urban practitioners, we are sometimes too deep into our theory and design
practice to stop and consider other approaches that could help us better tackle the
myriad of issues we see day to day. Verge let us tackle those same issues through a
transdisciplinary approach and the end result has been incredible! Bringing together
people from different disciplines and backgrounds proved successful in providing
out-of-the-box suggestions and ideas; developing better design strategies that will be
helpful well beyond Verge!
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Team takeaways
Key learnings from the conference

34

“

Participating in VergeNYC provided a great
opportunity to meet new people.
The experience went beyond networking and the Parsons community. It is about likeminded people interested in making changes and pushing to new potentials regardless
of professional discipline. The overall experience gave me the chance to understand the
inner workings to bring people together in a complex city like New York, and I am proud
that I was a part of that.
Another impactful aspect was the amount of detailed work my teamates put towards
the event. Planning the event was an easy task compared to the preparation to deliver a
meaningful event experience and the determination to begin cultivating relationships.

Angel Lopez

I never would have imagined being part of a conference surrounding a topic like
invisibility. The fact that so many people came together to learn and dialogue about the
same topic, gave me a sense of agency to continue to build on similar conversations as
well as explore different and abstract themes to apply to my practice.

“
Melika Alipour Leili

Verge has been a platform for us to put a step
forward and invite thinkers to adapt system thinking
perspective using design and creative process.
It’s unfair to see Verge only as a two day-and-half event, but what has been happening
in the past three years is the formation of a community that engages designers and
non-designers into the conversation that is taking place in the design world. As
Transdisciplinary designers, working with a multidisciplinary, research led, systematic
approach to tackle questions and problems is our responsibility but to do so advocating
for it is necessary. What made this collaboration different from other multidisciplinary
experiences was our attempt to challenge the traditional hierarchal system for leading
the discussion by inviting young designers to craft the conversation and asking
experts to contribute. In the current environmental and political climate, the VergeNYC
community called for actions towards more inclusive systems and tackled the hidden
forces that have led us to challenges that we are facing.
35

“

Forming a practice takes practice, and Verge
was a way for me to work out some questions
in collaboration with others.
The Verge Conference’s biggest strength for me is its ability to act as a platform for not
only those at The New School, but for external practitioners and organizations that are
interested in applying transdisciplinary design strategies to the work they are doing
around the world. The connections that were made from the platform can be seen living
well after the three days of programming – within projects, within friendships, and
within partnerships.

Kate Fisher

Having worked both as the communications director and as a conversation leader, I saw
how the process of preparing the conference had great value in putting transdisciplinary
design theory into practice for each and every one of those involved.

“
Sophie Riendeau
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These moments were very formative for me, being
an introverted young student that was leading a
substantial project for the first time in her life.
I was definitely out of my comfort zone; that’s where all the magic happened! To bring
this conference to life, a group of 25 amazing individuals from the Transdisciplinary
Design program was created and as a Production team member, I had to make sure
things ran smoothly. I learned how to lead organizational and creative meetings, I
experimented with team structures and flat hierarchy, I reached out to partners and
advisors that would help us shape our ideas and I collaborated closely with likeminded
people who have become great friends of mine. This year’s theme, Invisibility, became
all the more important for us after the United States presidential election in November
2016. It made the students question the core of their practice and the conversations
rapidly shifted, becoming more opinionated and bold. One of our goals was to capture
this energy and channel it into generative discussions that we would facilitate during
VergeNYC 2017. We hope that the encounters that were made possible by this event
sparked deeper reflections and seeded ideas that could help eliminate some of the
wicked problems we’re facing today.

“
Daniela Sanchez

Verge is an opportunity to see how transdisciplinary
design or human-centered design looks like in the
real world.
Personally, much of the work that I was involved in, evolved without me fully grasping
what I was working on, this led to me feeling confused throughout the process, as well
as doubling up of work. Additionally, there were many changes that emerged in the
work process due to Verge members leaving their teams, this, in turn, causing a full
restructuring of the original teams, and remaining Verge members taking on additional
tasks. From this particular perspective, the main learnings and take-aways that I have
observed from both the conference work process and actual event experience are:
1. Verge is an opportunity to see how transdisciplinary design or human-centered
design looks like in the real world. Bringing to Parsons, experts and academics in the
field as well as lessons and tricks that are helpful when communicating to others
about the type of work we do.
2. As a first year, I was not familiar with a lot of the specific language that is used in the
field, and while it was important for me to learn the language, which Verge helped
me do, it is also important to learn to communicate about human-centered design/
TransD in ways that are comprehensible to people outside the field. In the future,
I would, therefore, take this aspect as a lesson and consider creating a version of
Verge that is able to communicate to people outside of academia and field experts.
This could help serve as a bridge, bringing expert knowledge to the everyday and the
regular person, as well as helping to open up more doors for TransD students and
faculty.
3. During the formation of Verge, first years and second years formed into teams,
following an organization plan that was previously arranged during the summer.
There was a lot of specific language that first years were not familiar with during the
planning of Verge, as well as organization structuring that second years were not a
part of. The combination of these two led to much confusion around the purpose of
Verge as well as the purpose behind the roles that each person had to take. This in
turn resulting in first years feeling blinded following a path that was laid out for them
but wasn’t fleshed out and explained to them in a comprehensible way.
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“
Christian Smirnow

VergeNYC 2017 was my second time being involved
in the conference.
This made me one of the original 5 initiators of the 2017 edition, which we had planned
to become larger, more creative, and less stressful for all students who voluntarily sign
up to create this conference. With high ambitions and a rather naive approach to a flat
and democratic team management philosophy, I see myself (not entirely alone, but in
big parts) personally responsible for lots of frustration, irritation and confusion that
many of the incoming team members experienced. When decision-making processes
became slow very quickly and the feeling of ownership did not emerge as much as we
had wished for, tensions arose that, for a long period, I was not able to respond to with
a thoughtful and professional approach. What I realized is that I had unchangeably
taken in a position as ‘opinion leader’ and ‘initiator’ that I had to eventually take
responsibility for. In the last three months, it so happened that I became one of the main
responsible makers of the conference. According to that, we restructured the team,
clarified roles and commitments, and agreed that decision-making would be done in a
more traditional way by the main responsible visionaires, rather than the entire group.
With that, our processes became much more efficient and it became easier to directly
delegate work to individuals who were interested and willing to carry out a designated
task.
My main learning from this experience is twofold – on a personal level and on a
professional level: I realized that I still come into team situations with strong biases and
expectations, even when it comes to a volunteer project such as this conference. It was
hard for me in this context to accept that people are simply different and have different
priorities and that’s O.K.! I hope to be a better team player in the future, and learn better
to evaluate team dynamics to reduce frictions and to limit my own drive to centralize
work on my own shoulders.
Consequently, my recommendation for the future VergeNYC teams is to have a longer,
more transparent, earlier onboarding process that clearly defined the culture and
constitution of the team, to reduce uncertainty and blind spots for those who may have
less experience with such a project and working environment. Start earlier! Have weekly
meetings! Be there, show up, participate!
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And in the future? I hope that the legacy of VergeNYC will be carried on in the most
productive way and that it will always be shaped and reshaped by the people who
are dedicating their creativity, time, and energy to this awesome project. VergeNYC
should not stay fixed in it’s concept and structure. It should be reinvented, adapted,
and co-created in new ways that always respond to or proclaim a contemporary state
of the transdisciplinary practice.

“
Juliana Chohfi

Working with the communication team at
Verge kickstarted my learning and practice
of graphic design.
By referencing the previous year’s conference material and helping to develop
2017’s visual communication, I began to understand the importance of concepts
such as the branding guidelines and logo development. It was a very hands-on
form of learning how to use software such as Adobe Illustrator and InDesign and in
them apply principles for layout such as alignment, hierarchy, contrast, proximity,
balance and space.
I am glad to have contributed with theme photographs for the visual materials.
Going out into New York and taking pictures of what “Invisibility” is or could
mean was an interesting and reflective exercise. Ranging from a transparent
aesthetic of reflections on glass doors of buildings and cars, to the social aspect
of the homeless being ignored by a crowd in Times Square – a lot of what may be
considered invisible was documented on camera after all.
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“
Elena Habre

Design as a process and as a bridge between different
disciplines has not always been the way design was
used and perceived.
This is where the importance of Verge lies. It sheds the light on the importance of our
work and the necessity of Transdisciplinary design. Verge is a two way venue: one
on end it allows for professionals and practitioners to test their work in an academic
setting, and on the other hand it allows students, and specifically second year
students, to test their thesis ideas in the world. Having it in the second semester of the
second year, a difficult as it may be, smoothed the transition into the post grad worldclass because as students we are faced with the reality of the externalities and our
helps us test the boundaries of our work. It also a great platform to start networking
in this new field they we did not have access to prior to school. And the food! Isn’t that
the best thing about Verge?
For me the most valuable lesson was to ease into talking about what we do. When you
have to explain a coffee provider what you do, its importance, and get them to sponsor
your chuffed for the event, what better way is there to practice how you pitch yourself
to the world?
Verge is in its third iteration, which means it has a long way to go...I hope. To me, a
key thing would be to figure out the best way to have the organizing team enjoy the
conference as well. A major failure is how Team Verge is always exhausted to network
and attend the conference, and also because they are still running around taking care
of the logistics. There will always be a sacrifice to be made by someone, but if we find
a way to spread tasks among more people to reduce the workload during the event, it
would be ideal.
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Our network
We create lasting relationships
among a dynamic group of thinkers,
field experts and change makers at
the forefront of their industries.
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